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A B S T R A C T

A nautical port is an aerodynamically complex built-up area. The wind forces on ships in ports can be very
different from those at open sea. Knowledge of the wind conditions in ports and of the wind forces acting on ships
in ports are essential for safe maneuvering and mooring. This paper presents a case study in which wind forces on
a large cruise ship moored at the quay of the Rotterdam Cruise Terminal are determined by 3D steady RANS
simulations. The simulated wind speeds and wind directions are validated by on-site measurements. A previous
study in which simulated wind forces on a container ship were validated with wind-tunnel tests, is also mentioned
here to justify the selection of computational parameters for the case study. Near to the Cruise Terminal quay
various high-rise buildings exist that can influence the wind loads on the ship. It is shown that the presence of the
high-rise buildings can yield locally amplified surface pressure, but that, due to the large size of the ship, the net
horizontal force decreases. However, the net vertical upward force increases. For smaller ships, nearby high-rise
buildings could yield an increase in both horizontal and vertical forces.
1. Introduction

Most nautical ports are situated in an aerodynamically complex
environment with large spatial changes in aerodynamic roughness length
and significant local temporal changes in geometry by the presence of
large ships, moored and sailing in various positions. The wind forces on
ships in ports can be very different from those on ships in open sea (Torre
et al., 2019). Knowledge of these forces is important for safely maneu-
vering the ship in and out of the port and for safely mooring the ship
(Repetto et al., 2018). The present policy in most ports worldwide is that
ships are only admitted when, for a particular wind direction, the ex-
pected wind speed during the maneuvering operations will remain below
a certain threshold wind speed. For example, for the largest port in
Europe, the Port of Rotterdam, this threshold is typically around 11–13
m/s. However, this wind speed is generally measured at a fully exposed
reference position. The presence of buildings in the port area however
can increase or reduce the local wind speed and introduce large wind
gradients, yielding higher or lower wind forces and moments than those
that would occur in open sea, as also pointed out by Thoresen (2014).
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Therefore, more precise knowledge on the prediction of wind forces on
ships in the port is required to fine-tune the admission policy of the port.
Such knowledge is also required for the (tugboat) pilots as it provides
them the necessary input for safely maneuvering the ship but also for
their training in maneuvering simulators. Finally, the knowledge of wind
forces on the ships in the port is necessary to ensure that safe working
loads of bollards and fenders and buoys are not exceeded (e.g. Roubos
et al., 2017, 2018). The importance of this knowledge is illustrated by the
occurrence of incidents in ports where ships break loose while moored
alongside or on buoys (Maritime Executive, 2017; DutchNews.nl, 2018,
Reformatorisch Dagblad) or that control over the ship is lost during
maneuvering (The Guardian, 2019; The Guardian News; Flows Maga-
zine, 2019; Corriere della Sera 2020; Alexander Farstad; La Sicilia 2019;
La Sicilia), which can cause substantial damage to the ship and the port
infrastructure.

The above-mentioned difficulties and concerns are amplified by the
continuing increase in ship size over the past decades. This increase has
been observed both for container ships (Gomez Paz et al., 2015; Merk,
2015; Martin et al., 2015; van Hassel et al., 2016; Malchow, 2017; Lu and
g, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium.
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Yeh, 2019) and cruise ships (Sun et al., 2014; Bucci et al., 2016; Cas-
tillo-Manzano and Lopez-Valpuesta, 2018). For example, the cruise ship
Oasis of the Seas, which had its maiden voyage in 2009, has an overall
length of 360 m and a maximum beam (i.e. width) of 60.5 m and a
waterline beam of 47 m (DNVVessel Register, 2019). Fig. 1 compares the
size of the Oasis of the Seas with that of Titanic, which was a
state-of-the-art cruise ship at the beginning of the previous century.
Cruise ships and container ships are similar in that they are both char-
acterized by large overall sizes but also by the fact that the majority of the
ship’s lateral surfaces are situated above the waterline, yielding a large
windage area, which increases the contribution of the wind loads to the
total loads on the ship. As an example, the Oasis of the Seas has a height of
65 m above the water line and a depth of 22.55 m (DNVVessel Register,
2019). A complicating factor for container ships is that the positions of
containers stowed above deck can vary, which induces changes in the
wind flow field.

Wind forces on ships at open sea conditions are generally determined
by either wind-tunnel (WT) tests on reduced-scale models or by
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, or by simplified
methods based on databases of WT test results. However, as recently
stressed by Torre et al. (2019), measured wind forces on ships in open
areas may be very different than those measured on ships moored in port
areas since the latter can highly depend on the surrounding buildings,
cranes and other obstacles. Indeed, as largely confirmed by recent pub-
lications dealing with wind flow modeling in complex port areas by
experimental (as on-site measurements and WT testing) and numerical
analyses (e.g. Solari et al., 2012; Burlando et al., 2014; Repetto et al.,
2017, 2018; Ricci et al., 2017a,b, 2018, 2019, 2020; Blocken et al.,
2015), local and large-scale forcing effects can strongly affect the atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ABL) development especially in its lower part,
the so-called urban boundary layer (UBL). To determine the wind forces
in such cases, dedicated WT tests or CFD simulations including a large
part of the port area should be performed. Attention to the interaction of
the position of a ship and its environment should also be taken into
account.

In the last decades, a wide range of WT tests were carried out on
different types of ships in open sea-like conditions to investigate the air
resistance and airwake produced by superstructures (e.g. Hughes, 1930,
1932; Mutimer, 1955; Gould, 1967; Benham, 1977; Andersson, 1978;
Bardera Mora, 2014) and to determine wind forces and wind load co-
efficients (e.g. Shearer et al., 1961; Aage, 1968; van Berlekom, 1981;
Owens and Palo, 1982; OCIMF, 1994; Blendermann, 1995, 1997; Had-
dara and Guedes Soares, 1999; Ocimf, Sigtto, 1985; Fujiwara et al., 2009;
Andersen, 2013; Torre et al., 2019). Isherwood (1972), Hong (1991),
Blendermann (1994) and Fujiwara and Nimura (2005) presented a
mathematical model to estimate wind forces on ships based on a
regression analysis of a wide range of WT data. Val�ci�c et al. (2020)
applied pattern recognition to estimate wind loads on ships and marine
objects. Several CFD studies were published, few of which included a
comparison between CFD simulations and WT tests. Koop et al. (2012)
Fig. 1. Oasis of the Seas (2009) compared to the Titanic (
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comparedWT tests and CFD simulations for five different ship types: (1) a
Moss type LNG carrier; (2) a membrane type LNG carrier; (3) a shuttle
tanker at 10 m draft; (4) a shuttle tanker at 22 m draft; and (5) an FPSO.
Wnęk and Guedes Soares (2015) focused on the wind load on an LNG
carrier with a specific geometrical shape. Both Koop et al. (2012) and
Wnęk and Guedes Soares (2015) obtained good results when comparing
the force coefficients CX, CY and CN obtained from CFD simulations with
WT data. However, the results of the comparison were provided in
graphical form and not in an overall percentage difference. None of these
studies however provided a detailed analysis of the impact of geometrical
simplifications on the predicted wind loads. To address this issue, Jans-
sen et al. (2017) computed the wind load coefficients on a post-Panamax
9000 þ TEU container ship with the 3D steady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach with the realizable k-ε model for
closure using four different geometrical representations of the same ship.
Comparison of numerical and experimental results in terms of total wind
load on the ship by Andersen (2013) showed a 37.9% average deviation
for the most simplified geometry but only a 5.9% average deviation for
the most detailed geometry. Wang et al. (2019) analyzed the wind load
coefficients for the superstructure of a 1900TEU container ship with CFD
simulations and WT tests. The CFD simulations were performed with the
unsteady RANS approach and the SST k-ω model for closure, demon-
strating a good agreement for both longitudinal and transverse wind load
coefficients. Some other CFD studies dealing with similar topics, but not
validated through experimental data, were also published (e.g. Brizzolara
and Rizzuto, 2006; Saydam and Taylan, 2018).

While most studies focused on wind loads on a ship in open sea-like
conditions, some others have considered more complicated conditions.
Crudu et al. (2016) analyzed the wind forces on two ships with varying
speed and wind direction, representing movement over a river. Pau-
lauskas et al. (2009) assessed the theoretical approach to determine the
wind loads on mooring ships and the efficiency of possible windscreens
to reduce the wind loads in open port areas. Van Zwijnsvoorde and
Vantorre (2017) determined the motions and the forces on a moored
18000 TEU container vessel due to ship passages, using the potential
software ROPES and an in-house developed software tool. Torre et al.
(2019) carried out WT tests on a reduced-scale model 1:600 of a
container ship. The longitudinal and transverse forces and yaw moment
were measured for three configurations: (1) isolated ship, (2) ship and
quay, (3) ship, quay and another shielding ship upwind. However, to the
best of our knowledge, Aage et al. (1997) carried out WT tests on a ferry
model in a port including the effects of surrounding buildings and CFD
simulations only on a ferry model (without surrounding). In particular,
because cruise ships tend to moor very close to the built environment, the
question arises as to whether the presence of high-rise buildings can in-
crease the wind loads and moments on the ship. Such a study requires the
employment of high-resolution CFD simulations validated with experi-
mental data.

This is also the main goal of the present paper in which wind forces on
a cruise ship (the Oasis of the Seas) moored at the quay of the Rotterdam
1909). Sources: dumpert.nl (Telegraaf Media Groep).
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Cruise Terminal are determined by 3D steady RANS simulations. This
Cruise Terminal is situated more than 20 km inland, surrounded by a
moderately dense built-up area and characterized by the presence of
several high-rise buildings on the quay. The RANS approach is adopted as
it is most commonly used in computational wind engineering research
and practice (Stathopoulos, 2002; Hanjalic, 2005; Baker, 2007; Franke
et al., 2007; Blocken, 2014, 2018; Hang et al., 2018). The CFD simula-
tions are accompanied by a validation study based on on-site wind speed
measurements. The wind forces exerted on the Oasis of the Seas are
evaluated based on the RANS simulations. A previous study by Janssen
et al. (2017), in which wind forces on a container ship in open sea-like
conditions were determined by 3D steady RANS simulations and vali-
dated by WT tests (by Andersen, 2013), is reported here to justify the use
of the steady RANS approach for evaluation the forces. This previous
study also guided the level of geometrical simplification to be adopted for
the cruise shipOasis of the Seasmoored at the quay of the Cruise Terminal
of the Port of Rotterdam, and it indicated the computational settings and
parameters required to obtain accurate simulation results.

This study was part of a series of projects performed by Eindhoven
University of Technology and its partners for the Port of Rotterdam,
including measurements and CFD simulations of wind conditions in the
Maasvlakte 1 and 2 and the CFD simulations for the Cruise Terminal,
reported in this paper. In the present study, the specific request of the
Port Authority was to study to the wind loads on the Oasis of the Seas for
its first visit to the Port of Rotterdam in September 2014 and to allow the
Fig. 2. (a) Map of Port of Rotterdam with indication of area around Cruise Terminal (
Google Earth); (c) Photo from south (source: Google Earth); (d) Photo from west (sou
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determination of the resulting forces on bollards and fenders.
Although the investigation in the present paper mainly focuses on a

ship moored at the quay of the port of a European city, the same meth-
odology could also be applied to different scenarios worldwide. For
instance, ships approaching the entry of a port, ships crossing sea locks
inside a port area, or simply ships navigating through a narrow canal
inside historical cities can experience strong local wind conditions which
may lead to unsafe conditions.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the case study area
and its surroundings are described. Section 3 presents the first validation
study, while Section 4 presents the second one. Section 5 provides the
CFD results of the wind forces on the ship for different wind directions
and analyzes the effect of the buildings on the wind forces. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Studied area and surroundings

The Port of Rotterdam is the largest port in Europe. It covers 127.13
km2 and stretches over a total distance of 42 km (Fig. 2a) (Port of Rot-
terdam, 2020). The Rotterdam Cruise Terminal is situated approximately
30 km inland (Fig. 2b). In the past, the Cruise Terminal served as arrival
and departure location of the Holland America Line. Today, it is
considered industrial heritage, it was renewed and it is still used by large
passenger ships that visit Rotterdam. It is located at the so-called “Kop
van Zuid” area close to Rotterdam city center (Fig. 2c). The Kop van Zuid
source: Google Earth); (b) Detail view with indication of Cruise Terminal (source:
rce: NOS.nl).
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is a newly developed area also known as “Manhattan on the Maas”,
indicative of the high-rise buildings present at this location. In September
2014, one of the largest passenger ships in the world, theOasis of the Seas,
made her first visit to the renewed Cruise Terminal in Rotterdam
(Fig. 2d). This prospect marked the start of the study reported in this
paper. Fig. 3a indicates the wider surroundings of the cruise terminal
with indication of the aerodynamic roughness length z0 of upstream
areas covering a 5 km distance. The values of z0 were determined based
on the updated Davenport roughness classification (Wieringa, 1992).
Fig. 3b indicates the local surface height approximately above the mean
water level for Amsterdam in absence of water motion (or Normaal
Fig. 3. (a) Aerodynamic roughness length for terrain surrounding the area of interes
Example of a computational domain for the South-West reference wind directions (θ
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Amsterdams Peil, NAP), with the light gray color indicating NAP (Min-
istry of Defence, 2020).

3. CFD validation study I: wind forces on a ship in open sea-like
conditions

This study is mentioned here to justify the level of geometrical
simplification adopted for the cruise ship simulated in the Cruise Ter-
minal of the Port of Rotterdam and to indicate the computational settings
and parameters required to accurate simulation results (Section 4). It was
t. (b) Height above NAP for immediate surroundings of the Cruise Terminal. (c)
).
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published in full previously (Janssen et al., 2017). Note that cruise ships
and container ships are similar in that they both have similar sizes and
large windage areas. Therefore, it is only briefly reported here.

3.1. Wind-tunnel tests

Andersen (2013) reported WT tests to determine the wind force co-
efficients on a post-Panamax container ship. A reduced-scale model
(1:450) was tested in the closed low-speed boundary layer wind tunnel of
FORCE Technology with dimensions W x H x L ¼ 1 � 0.7 � 2.6 m3 and
chamfered corners of 0.11 m. The container ship was placed in the
middle of a turntable with the center point located at 0.79 m from the
inlet of the measurement section. The fully loaded ship size, with con-
tainers stacked 7 high, was about W x H x L ¼ 0.101 � 0.077 � 0.75 m3

(Fig. 4a). In full scale this container ship is approximately 45 m wide, 35
m high and 340 m long. The WT tests were performed for 19 different
reference wind directions at 10� intervals. Since the ship is symmetrical
over its length x-axis, measurements for the other 17 reference wind
directions are not performed. The results of the tests will be reported
together with the CFD simulation results in Section 3.3.

3.2. CFD simulations: computational settings and parameters

Janssen et al. (2017) analyzed the wind load coefficients for different
configurations of the ship resulting from various degrees of geometrical
simplifications, from a simplified rectangular prism to the actual geom-
etry (Fig. 4a–g). The geometries C and D took into account the spacing
between the container stacks and geometry D also took into account the
detailed geometry of the bow and stern of the ship. The computational
domain was taken equal to the geometry of the WT test section (i.e. at
scale 1:450), however without the chamfered corners (Fig. 4b). For
several ship orientations in the WT, the blockage ratio was too high
Fig. 4. (a) Wind-tunnel model by Andersen (2013). (b) Computational domain by Ja
coordinates. (d-g) Computational grids by Janssen et al. (2017) for four ship geometrie
840 cells; Config. C: 3,970,994 cells and Config. D: 3,905,906 cells).
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(equal to 7.4%). Both WT and CFD results were corrected for blockage
following the guidelines of the Engineering Sciences Data Unit ESDU
80024, 1980. However, these ESDU guidelines were not developed for
ship geometries. As a result, matching the WT test section and the
computational domain and applying the same blockage corrections to
WT and CFD results was important in order not to compromise theWT vs.
CFD comparison.

High-resolution computational grids were created for each configu-
ration. The computational grid of different configurations were built by
Gambit 2.4.6 using the grid-generation technique proposed by van Hooff
and Blocken (2010) and the best practice guidelines for CFD (Franke
et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008). All configurations (A, B, C, D) fit into
a rectangular box with dimensions L xW xH¼ 0.740� 0.101� 0.077m3

(333.00� 45.45� 34.65 m3 in full scale). A growth rate equal to 1.1–1.3
was used between the ship and the outer domain. A maximum grid size of
about 0.03 m was used at the outlet face. Configuration A was the
simplest, representing the above-mentioned rectangular box (Fig. 4d).
The box was discretized by 206, 24, 32 cells over the length, width and
height, respectively. The cell resolution footprint on the hull was about
0.0036 � 0.0022 m2 (i.e. 1.6 � 1.0 m2 at full scale). The final grid
counted about 2.87 million cells. For configurations B, C and D, the level
of geometrical detail was gradually increased in order to properly model
the containers stacked 7 high, the bow and the hull of the ship (Fig. 4e,f,
g). For configuration B, the space between the container stacks was
neglected and both the hull and bow were simplified. A cell resolution
footprint on the hull equal to 0.0044 � 0.0044 m2 (i.e. 2 � 2 m2 at full
scale) was adopted. The final grid counted about 1.54 million cells
(Fig. 4e). For configuration C, the space in-between the container stakes
was modeled as well as the bow, but the hull geometry was kept
simplified. The cell resolution footprint on the hull was taken equal to
0.0022 � 0.0022 m2 (i.e. 1 � 1 m2 at full scale). The final grid counted
about 3.97 million cells (Fig. 4f). For configuration D, a more detailed
nssen et al. (2017). (c) Definition of reference wind directions (α) and Cartesian
s with increasing geometrical detail (Config. A: 2,866,376 cells; Config. B: 1,541,
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bow and hull geometry were considered based on the drawings of
Andersen (2013). A cell resolution footprint on the hull equal to 0.0022
� 0.0022 m2, (i.e. 1 � 1 m2 in full scale) was adopted. The final grid
counted about 3.90 million cells (Fig. 4g). Further details on these grids
can be found in Janssen et al. (2017).

The inlet boundary conditions were based on the WT measurements.
The roughness of the bottom of the domain was implemented by means
of the parameters kS (i.e. equivalent sand-grain roughness height) and CS
(i.e. roughness constant) in the standard wall functions. The kS was
calculated in accordance to Blocken et al. (2007a, 2007b) as follows:
Fig. 5. Comparison of force and moment coefficients (CX, CY, CN) by WT tests an
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kS ¼ 9:793 z0
CS

(1)
For the aerodynamic roughness length (z0) a full-scale value of
0.0002 m, corresponding to a reduced-scale value of 4.44 � 10�7 m, was
considered from the updated Davenport roughness classification (Wier-
inga, 1992). The value of CS was chosen equal to 1 to adhere with the
condition yP > kS (where yP is the distance between the center point of
the wall-adjacent cell and the wall). At the outlet, zero static gauge
pressure was imposed. The 3D steady RANS equations were solved with
d CFD simulations as a function of reference wind direction (α) on the ship.
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the commercial CFD code Ansys Fluent 15 using the control volume
method (ANSYS Fluent, 2013). The realizable k-ε turbulence model was
used to provide closure (Shih et al., 1995). Second-order upwind dis-
cretization schemes were used for both the convective and viscous terms
of the governing equations (Ferziger and Peri�c, 2002; Versteeg and
Malalasekera, 2007). The SIMPLE algorithm was used for
pressure-velocity coupling and standard pressure interpolation was used.
Convergence was assumed to be obtained when all the scaled residuals
had leveled off.
3.3. CFD validation

A comparison between the WT model by Andersen (2013) and the
computational domain of different geometrical configurations (A, B, C
and D) by Janssen et al. (2017) is shown in Fig. 4. The Cartesian coor-
dinate system and the definition of the reference wind directions are
shown in Fig. 4c. The longitudinal force, X, the lateral force, Y, and the
moment around the z-axis, N, are made non-dimensional in Eqs. (2)–(4)
as follows:

CX ¼ X
1
2 ρU

2Af
(2)

CY ¼ Y
1
2 ρU

2As
(3)

CN ¼ N
1
2 ρU

2AsLoa
(4)

where ρ is the air density (equal to 1.225 kg/m3 at 15 �C), U the
approach-flowwind velocity (m/s), Af the projected front area of the ship
(m2), As the projected side area of the ship (m2) and Loa the length overall
of the ship. Note that CN is positive when the ship bow moves to
starboard.

Fig. 5 compares the computed force and moment coefficients for the
four ship geometries (i.e. configurations A, B, C and D - see also
Fig. 4d,e,f,g) with the results from the WT tests. The figure clearly shows
the improving agreement with the WT data for more detailed CFD model
geometries and generally higher wind loads by CFD compared to WT.
The average of the absolute differences (summed over all reference wind
directions, α) between the measurements and the CFD results for con-
figurations A, B, C and D are 37.9%, 17.1%, 6.9% and 5.9%, respectively.

In conclusion, the combination of the current grid resolution (i.e. cell
footprint on the hull approximately 0.0022� 0.0022 m2 at reduced scale
for configuration D), turbulence model (i.e. realizable k-ε) and near-wall
Fig. 6. (a) Location of measurement positions 1–5.
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treatment by standard wall functions provides a satisfactory agreement
with the WT data when one of the most detailed geometries is
considered.

4. CFD validation study II: wind velocities near cruise terminal

4.1. On-site measurements

A measurement campaign from December 2013 to July 2014 was
performed with a dual purpose: (i) to provide experimental data for CFD
validation; (ii) to provide real-time input data of reference wind condi-
tions for the actual assessment of wind conditions during the days of
mooring of cruise ships.

3D ultrasonic anemometers were installed at four positions on the
quay on top of lamp posts at 10 m above the ground (Fig. 6a,c). Addi-
tionally, a fifth 3D ultrasonic anemometer was placed on top of the roof
of the World Port Center (WPC) building (Fig. 6b). This last position is
termed reference position in the remainder of this paper and the
measured mean wind speed at this location is denoted Uref. The fifth
anemometer was placed on a mast at 8 m above the roof of the WPC to
ensure that it was located outside the rooftop recirculation area for all
reference wind directions. Because this measurement position was on top
of one of the highest buildings in the area, it would only be influenced by
other high-rise buildings for a few specific reference wind directions,
particularly 60� and 150� due to the presence of a few other high-rise
buildings in these wind direction sectors (see Fig. 6a,c). The total mea-
surement height was about 133 m above NAP.

The measurements were performed at a sampling rate of 1 Hz and
averaged into 10-min data of wind velocity and wind direction. The 10-
min averaged data at positions 1 to 4 were converted into wind speed
ratios (γ ¼ U/Uref). These ratios were clustered into 12 wind direction
sectors around the median values 0�, 30�, 60�,…, 330�. Before averaging
the 10-min wind speed ratios in each wind direction sector, the following
data were manually removed: (1) events with Uref lower than 5 m/s
(Pasquill, 1961) to exclude thermal effects and only focus on high wind
speed conditions, which are those relevant for the present study; (2) data
with Uref from the wind direction sectors 60� and 150�, for which the
reference measurement position was in the wake of nearby high-rise
buildings; (3) data sampled while ships were berthed at the quay
because these ships evidently influenced the measurements and because
the validation study would be performed without berthed ships; (4) data
with wind speed measurements showing strong wind direction fluctua-
tions indicative of their position in a von K�arm�an vortex street behind
nearby buildings. Therefore, 10-min data with a standard deviation of the
wind direction of 35� and more were excluded from the data. After
(b,c) Photos of measurement positions 1 and 5.
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excluding these data, the 10-min wind speed ratios in every wind di-
rection sector were averaged resulting in a single value per wind direc-
tion sector.
Fig. 7. Cruise Terminal and surrounding area: (a) photo (source: Goog
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4.2. CFD simulations: computational settings and parameters

For the validation study, the Cruise Terminal without berthed ships
was considered. The computational domain had dimensions L x W x H ¼
le Earth) and (b) computational grid. Total cell count: 55 million.
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6.6� 6.6� 1.0 km3. It is indicated by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 3c. The
bottom of the domain consisted of a circular area of interest with a radius
of 1500 m that contained the explicitly modeled buildings (i.e. those
modeled with their actual shape and size), and a square domain around it
in which buildings were modeled implicitly (i.e. by providing appro-
priate values of the equivalent sand-grain roughness height and rough-
ness constant in the wall functions) (Figs. 3c and 7a). A high-resolution
computational grid (Fig. 7b) was created using the surface extrusion
grid technique presented by van Hooff and Blocken (2010) and following
the best practice guidelines by Franke et al. (2007), Tominaga et al.
(2008) and Blocken (2015). The resulting grid contains approximately 55
million cells, which are mostly hexahedral cells (Fig. 7b). At the inlet of
the domain a logarithmic mean wind speed profile (Eq. (5)), representing
a neutral ABL, is imposed with aerodynamic roughness length z0 as
specified in Fig. 3a. Two different z0 were used each for a different wind
direction: z0 ¼ 0.5 m for the wind directions 30�, 90� and 240�, and z0 ¼
1 m for the other wind directions. A reference wind speed (Uref) equal to
5 m/s at the reference height (zref) of 10 m above NAP was assumed to
calculate the inlet wind speed profile. Turbulent kinetic energy (k) and
turbulence dissipation rate (ε) profiles are calculated as follows (Eqs. (6)
and (7)) (Richards and Hoxey, 1993):

U¼ u*

κ
ln
�
zþ z0
z0

�
(5)

k¼ ðu*Þ2ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cμ

p (6)

ε¼ ðu*Þ3
κðzþ z0Þ (7)

In Eqs. (5)–(7), u* the friction velocity, κ is the von K�arm�an constant
(equal to 0.42) and Cμ is a constant (equal to 0.09). At the outlet, zero
static gauge pressure is imposed. The top of the domain is modeled as a
slip wall. The roughness of the bottom of the computational domain is
taken into account by standard wall functions (Launder and Spalding,
1974) with the sand-grain roughness modification by Cebeci and Brad-
shaw (1977). The aerodynamic length (z0) value is converted into the
corresponding equivalent sand-grain roughness height (kS) by Eq. (1).

Water areas are given an aerodynamic roughness length z0 of 0.0002
m while the solid ground surface in the explicitly modeled area between
the buildings has a z0 of 0.03 m as determined by on-site measurements
in an urban area by (Blocken and Persoon, 2009) (Table 1). For land areas
outside the circular area of interest z0 is either 0.5 m or 0.63 m taking the
maximum values for the roughness parameters: kS ¼ 0.875 m (which is
limited to half the first cell height above land) and CS¼ 7 and the circular
area of interest is given a z0, while in the area of interest the buildings are
modeled explicitly.

The 3D steady RANS equations are solved with the commercial CFD
code Ansys Fluent 15. The realizable k-ε turbulence model (Shih et al.,
1995) is used for closure. Second-order upwind discretization schemes
are used for both the convective and viscous terms of the governing
equations (Ferziger and Peri�c, 2002; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007).
Table 1
Aerodynamic roughness length (z0), equivalent sand-grain roughness height (kS)
and roughness constant (CS) values for the horizontal surfaces in the computa-
tional domain.

roughness patch z0 [m] kS [m] CS [-]

water surfaces 0.0002 0.002 1
ground surface inside explicitly modeled area 0.03 0.29 1
park (near Euromast) 0.29 0.4 7
surrounding area: urban 1 0.875 7
surrounding area: urban and water surfaces 0.5 0.7 7
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The SIMPLEC algorithm is used for pressure-velocity coupling and sec-
ond-order pressure interpolation is used. The simulations were termi-
nated when the scaled version of total sum of residuals over 55 million
cells did not show any further reduction with increasing number of it-
erations. The following minimum values were reached: z-velocity: 10�8,
k, x- and y-velocity: 10�7, ε: 10�6 and continuity: 10�5.

4.3. CFD validation

Figs. 8 and 9 compare the measured and computed, for 12 reference
wind directions (θ), wind speed ratios U/Uref including also the data
where (i) the reference measurement position was in the wake of nearby
high-rise buildings (i.e. θ ¼ 60� and θ ¼ 150�) and the data where (ii) one
or more of the positions 2 to 5 were situated in the vortex street behind
nearby buildings. These data clearly show the largest deviation between
the CFD simulations and the measurements. Fig. 10 summarizes the re-
sults for all reference wind directions however excluding the specific data
mentioned in items (i) and (ii). Overall, a fair agreement is observed, with
deviations between CFD and measurements generally below 30%. The
results of the present work are in line with previous similar studies (e.g.
Janssen et al., 2013; Blocken et al., 2015; Ricci et al., 2019) carried out by
on-site measurements, WT tests and CFD simulations on port areas sur-
rounded by complex urban environments, where deviations between
measured and computed data where below 30%. This 30% deviation is
likely the combination of an ensemble of deviations caused by the
geometrical simplifications introduced to buildings and other obstacles
(Carpentieri and Robins, 2015; Ricci et al., 2017a), the surface roughness
applied to the ground (Ricci et al., 2020), the adopted steady RANS
approach and the selected turbulence model. In particular, the inability
of the steady RANS approach to accurately predict separation and
recirculation and von Karman vortex shedding in the wake is considered
as a major contributor to the deviations. Instead of 3D steady RANS
approach one could consider Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or a hybrid
RANS/LES approaches, however at a much higher computational cost. In
addition, while for RANS simulations extensive best practice guidelines
have been proposed in the past decades to guide CFD users towards ac-
curate and reliable CFD simulations (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000;
Britter and Schatzmann, 2007; Franke et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008;
Blocken, 2015), such guidelines are not yet available for LES simulations
(Blocken, 2018).

Based on the validation studies in Sections 3 and 4, the next section
will focus on CFD simulations for the Cruise Terminal with the cruise ship
Oasis of the Seas present along the quay.

5. CFD simulations with cruise ship moored at the quay

5.1. CFD simulations: computational settings and parameters

For this part of the case study, the Oasis of the Seas is moored at the
quay of the Cruise Terminal as shown in Fig. 11. The computational
domain and the computational grid are the same as in Section 4 apart
from the addition of the cruise ship. The computational grid on and
around the cruise ship is based on the grid used in Section 3, however,
with a somewhat higher grid resolution in order to include some more
details of the cruise ship superstructure. The surface of the ship is dis-
cretized with cells of about 1� 1m2. The total number of cells is about 58
million, which are mostly hexahedral cells. The boundary conditions and
solver settings are identical to those in Section 4.

5.2. CFD results: velocity fields

Figs. 12 and 13 present CFD results of the wind velocity field at a
height of 5 m above NAP, for 12 reference wind directions (θ). Note that
in Fig. 12c and f, the colorbar range is 0–2 rather than 0 to 1.2 as in the
other figures. This is due to the above-mentioned problem of the refer-
ence position being situated in the wake of nearby high-rise buildings,



Fig. 8. Computed versus measured wind speed ratios (γ ¼ U/Uref) for the four near-ground measurement positions and for six reference wind directions (θ).
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which causes artificially increased wind speed ratios. The following ob-
servations are made:

� Fig. 12a: for θ ¼ 0�, the cruise terminal is partly located in the far
wake of upstream buildings. But locally between the cruise ship and
the high-rise buildings on the quay, a wind speed-up is observed.
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� Fig. 12b: for θ ¼ 30�, the bow of the cruise ship is exposed to the wind
approaching over the water, yielding high wind speed ratios near the
windward side of the ship.

� Fig. 12c: for θ ¼ 60�, the bow of the cruise ship is also exposed to the
wind approaching over the water; however for this wind direction the
results are distorted a bit by the fact that the reference position is
situated in the wake of nearby high-rise buildings.



Fig. 9. Computed versus measured wind speed ratios (γ ¼ U/Uref) for the four near-ground measurement positions and for six reference wind directions (θ).
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� Fig. 12d–f: for θ ¼ 90�, θ ¼ 120�, θ ¼ 150�, the cruise ship is largely
positioned in the wake of the high-rise buildings on the quay of the
Cruise Terminal. Note however that θ ¼ 150� is a wind direction
where again the reference position is in the wake of nearby high-rise
buildings.

� Fig. 12g-h: for θ ¼ 180� and θ ¼ 210�, the cruise ship is still in the
wake of nearby high-rise buildings, but at the stern of the ship a clear
corner stream (yellow color) can be discerned.
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� Fig. 12i: for θ ¼ 240� the stern of the cruise ship is strongly exposed to
the wind approaching over the water.

� Fig. 12j: for θ ¼ 270�, the cruise ship is partly sheltered from wind.
� Fig. 12k-l: for θ ¼ 300� and θ ¼ 330�, the ship is located upstream of
the high-rise buildings on the quay, but also sheltered by the built-up
area on the other shore.



Fig. 10. Computed versus measured wind speed ratios (γ ¼ U/Uref) for the four
near-ground measurement positions and for the twelve reference wind di-
rections (θ), without the data that are clearly disturbed by location of the
measurement points situated in the wake of nearly buildings.
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5.3. CFD results: pressure coefficients (Cp)

The CFD simulations provide the distribution of the surface pressure
on the ship. These results are presented as pressure coefficients (CP)
calculated by Eq. (8):

CP ¼ ðP� P0Þ
1
2 ρU

2
ref

(8)
Fig. 11. (a,b) Details of computational grid of Cruise Terminal and cruise ship Oasis o
grid on the exterior surfaces of the cruise ship. Total cell count (for whole domain)
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where P is the static pressure on the surface, P0 the reference atmospheric
pressure and Uref the mean wind speed at the reference position. Fig. 13
shows the CP for θ ¼ 0�, θ ¼ 120� and θ ¼ 180�. The following obser-
vations are made by linking the observations in Fig. 13 to those in Fig. 12:

� Figs. 12a and 13a: for θ ¼ 0�, the cruise ship is partly sheltered from
wind by the built-up area on the other side of the shore. Fig. 12a
shows an increase of wind speed in the passage between the leeward
side of the ship and the high-rise buildings on the quay. The wind-
ward side indicates CP values from 0.2 to 0.4 and more. The leeward
side of the ship shows near-zero CP values for the half of the surface
near the bow and positive CP values for the half of the surface near the
stern of the ship.

� Figs. 12e and 13b: for θ ¼ 120�, the cruise ship is partly sheltered
from wind from the high-rise buildings on the quay. The jet passing
between the buildings on the quay impinges on the windward side of
the ship yielding CP values of about 0.5. The bow and the stern are
strongly sheltered yielding near-zero CP values. On the leeward side
of the ship, the CP values are slightly positive, indicating the absence
of large flow separation regions around the ship.

� Figs. 12g and 13c: for θ ¼ 0�, the cruise ship is weakly sheltered from
wind by the high-rise buildings on the quay. The shelter is only weak
because the wind flows through the large passage between the WPC
building and the other buildings and impinges fairly directly on the
windward side of the ship, yielding CP values around 0.2. The strong
impinging flow yields a strong flow over the ship, and the associated
large areas of flow separation over the ship. These in turn yield
negative CP over almost the entire leeward side of the ship.

� Comparing Fig. 13a and b allows to assess the effect of upstream
nearby high-rise buildings. The wind directions 0� and 120� represent
two fairly symmetrical approach-flow wind directions for the ship,
however while there are no nearby high-rise buildings upstream for
0�, such an obstruction is present for 120�. For 0�, the windward side
f the Seas and corresponding photograph. (b: Source: NOS.nl) (c,d) Computational
is 58 million.



Fig. 12. CFD results: wind speed ratio U5m/Uref in the study area. U5m is the local wind speed at 5 m above NAP. Uref is the wind speed at the reference location on top
of the WPC building.
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Fig. 12. (continued).
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Fig. 13. Mean pressure coefficient CP on the ship exterior surfaces for three reference wind directions (a) θ ¼ 0�, (b) θ ¼ 120� and (c) θ ¼ 180�.

Fig. 14. Mean pressure coefficient CP on the ship exterior surfaces for three reference wind directions (a) θ ¼ 30�, (b) θ ¼ 210� and (c) θ ¼ 270�.
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Fig. 15. Indication of reference wind directions (θ) and the center of gravity
(CG) of the ship. Table 2

Center of pressure (CoP) for the wind forces on the cruise ship Oasis of the Seas
calculated with respect to the local reference system (x,y,z) of Figs. 16 and 17.

reference wind direction x [m] y [m] z [m]

0� 190.1 0 29.5
30� 223.1 0 32.1
60� 195.8 0 21.4
90� 177.5 0 21.8
120� 188.2 0 22.8
150� 163.9 0 22.8
180� 125.2 0 21.0
210� 119.6 0 21.7
240� 1307.7* 0* �15.3*
270� 101.7 0 28.8
300� 156.2 0 29.8
330� 178.6 0 28.7
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of the ship experiences fairly uniform CP values due to the lack of
upstream buildings. For 120�, very large gradients are present.
Comparing Fig. 13a and b, it is clear that locally the largest CP values
occur for the position with high-rise buildings upstream. These
buildings clearly lead to locally amplified surface pressure compared
to the case without high-rise buildings upstream.

Fig. 14 shows the CP for θ¼ 30�, θ¼ 210� and θ¼ 270�. The following
observations are made:

� Figs. 12b and 14a: for θ ¼ 30�, the bow of the cruise ship is exposed to
the wind approaching over the water, yielding high wind speed ratios
near the windward side of the cruise ship. The CP values are large at
Fig. 16. (a,b) Local reference system, main ship dimensio
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the stern, and quite uniform and positive on the windward side. On
the leeward side of the ship, there are some zones with negative CP
near the stern and the bow, but generally the CP is quite uniform and
positive.

� Figs. 12h and 14b: for θ ¼ 210�, the cruise ship is still in the wake of
nearby high-rise buildings, but at the stern of the ship a clear corner
stream (yellow color) can be discerned. On the windward side of the
ship, a CP distribution is found with overall positive values, albeit
with locally negative values near the bow and the stern. On the
leeward side, the strong corner stream near the stern leads to negative
CP on the surface near the stern.

� Figs. 12j and 14c: for θ ¼ 270�, the cruise ship is partly sheltered from
wind by distant upstream buildings. The CP values on the windward
side are generally positive, with larger values found at the stern than
the bow. On the leeward side, the CP varies in a range of about - 0.2 (at
the stern) and þ0.2 (at the bow).

� Comparing Fig. 14b and c allows to assess the effect of upstream
nearby high-rise buildings. The wind directions 210� and 270�

represent two fairly symmetrical approach-flow wind directions for
the ship, however while there are no nearby high-rise buildings up-
stream for 270�, such an obstruction is present for 210�. For 270�, the
windward side of the ship experiences high CP values, up to about 0.4,
as opposed to 210�. For 210�, the CP gradients across the windward
surface are much larger, especially near the bow and the stern. On the
ns, projected areas At (top), As (side) and Af (frontal).

*Center of pressure is situated outside the volume of the ship.



Fig. 17. Center of pressure (CoP) of the wind forces on the cruise ship Oasis of the Seas for all reference wind directions (θ) analyzed.
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Table 3
CFD results of force coefficients on the cruise ship Oasis of the Seas.

reference wind direction CX [-] CY [-] CZ [-]

0� �0.35 �0.25 0.09
30� �0.46 �0.14 0.12
60� �0.18* 0.14* 0.08*
90� 0.10 0.19 0.24
120� 0.01 0.19 0.26
150� �0.42* 1.02* 1.03*
180� 0.27 0.28 0.21
210� 0.33 0.19 0.08
240� 0.43 0.00 0.00
270� 0.20 �0.19 �0.03
300� �0.06 �0.37 0.11
330� �0.26 �0.34 0.09

*Reference position in wake of nearby high-rise buildings.
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leeward side of the ship, large CP gradients are found across the
surface for 270� with both positive and negative CP. For 210�, almost
the entire leeward surface experiences negative CP.

5.4. CFD results: wind forces

Wind forces on the ship Oasis of the Seas moored at the quay of the
Cruise Terminal of Rotterdam Port are calculated in the dimensionless
form using Eqs. (2)–(4) (Fig. 15). The velocity reference Uref is taken in
the computational domain at position 1, i.e. the reference position on the
roof of the WPC building. . The projected front area (Af ¼ 3121 m2), the
projected side area (As ¼ 16134 m2) and the projected top area (At ¼
18840 m2) of the ship are considered in the above-mentioned equations
(Fig. 16). Table 2 and Fig. 17 show the results, with the forces indicated
in the center of pressure (CoP). The CoP is always located on the ship
except for wind direction θ ¼ 240� (Fig. 17 and Table 2). For this
reference wind direction the wind blows on the stern of Oasis of the Seas
and forces are minimal with respect to other wind directions where the
lateral sides of the ship were completely exposed to the wind (see
Fig. 12). It may be concluded that for this wind direction no tugboats are
needed. However, for its full route to the port, the ship direction will not
always be parallel to the wind direction and in this scenario the wind
could strongly push the ship towards the quay, as clearly happened to the
MS Nordnorge at the Port of Bodo, Norway (Corriere della Sera, 2020;
Alexander Farstad). Note that the forces coefficients for θ ¼ 60� and θ ¼
150� may be distorted by the deficiencies of the reference position that is
in the wake of upstream buildings for these particular two wind di-
rections (Table 3). Nevertheless, all these coefficients can be used in
combination with the measurements at the reference position to deter-
mine the expected forces on the ship and to determine the berth re-
quirements such as safe working loads of bollards and fenders.

To assess the influence of upstream nearby high-rise buildings,
similar to subsection 5.3, we compare the side and vertical force co-
efficients (CY, CZ) for θ¼ 0� versus θ¼ 120� and those for θ¼ 210� versus
θ ¼ 270�. For θ ¼ 0�, the absolute value of CY (¼�0.25) is larger than for
120� (0.19). The net result of the buildings on the ship is to provide some
shelter, even though the highest CP on the ship’s surface is found for the
sheltered case (θ ¼ 120�). For θ ¼ 210�, CZ (¼ 0.26) is much larger than
for 0� (CZ ¼ 0.09), indicating that the upstream buildings increase the
upward force (Table 3).

For both θ ¼ 210� and θ ¼ 270�, CY ¼ 0.19. As shown in Fig. 14, the
surface pressures on the windward and the leeward side however are
very different. For θ ¼ 270�, without nearby upstream high-rise build-
ings, there is large positive CP on the windward side versus a near-zero or
slightly positive CP on the leeward side. For θ ¼ 210�, with nearby up-
stream high-rise buildings, the buildings reduce the magnitude of CP on
the windward side and lead to more negative CP on the leeward side. For
CZ, the absolute differences are limited (CZ ¼ 0.08 for θ ¼ 210� versus CZ
¼ - 0.03 for θ ¼ 270�) although also here the presence of the upstream
buildings leads to a larger positive (i.e. upward) force (Table 3). This can
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be attributed to the fact that the highest wind speed amplification around
high-rise buildings occurs near ground level at the pedestrian level (see
e.g. Blocken et al., 2007b, 2008 for velocity profiles as a function of
height in passages between buildings), and that this flow impinges at the
bottom of the windward side of the ship and is then deviated upwards
along the ship’s surface.

While the coefficient CY was found to decrease by the presence of
nearby buildings (Table 3), the locally amplified CP on a large part of the
ship surface in Fig. 14b indicates that for smaller ships, the net horizontal
force can increase due to the presence of nearby upstream buildings.
Further research is required to analyze situations with different types of
ships and different types of buildings and building groups on the quay.

6. Summary and conclusions

A nautical port is usually an aerodynamically complex built-up area
with large spatial changes in aerodynamic roughness length and signif-
icant local temporal changes in geometry by the presence of large ships.
The wind forces on ships in ports can be very different from those on
ships at open sea. Over the past decades, ships have been getting larger
and larger while port layout has mainly remained the same. This increase
in ship size as been observed both for container ships and cruise ships.
Cruise ships and container ships are similar in that they are both char-
acterized by large overall sizes but also by the fact that the majority of the
ship’s lateral surfaces are situated above the waterline, yielding a large
windage area, which increases the contribution of the wind loads to the
total loads on the ship. As an example, the cruise ship the Oasis of the Seas
has a height of 65 m above the water line and a depth of 22.55 m.

The increasing ship size has raised the need for more precise
knowledge about the wind forces on a ship in the port. Such knowledge is
required to fine-tune the admission policy of the port. It is also required
for the (tugboat) pilots as it provides them and the simulation institutes
with the necessary data for safely maneuvering the ship and for building
accurate mathematical models for maneuvering simulators. Pilots and
tugboat captains follow training courses which make use of dedicated
maneuvering simulators. Finally, the knowledge of wind forces on the
ships in the port area is necessary for determining the berth requirements
such as safe working loads of bollards and fenders.

This paper has presented a case study in which the wind forces on a
large cruise ship, the Oasis of the Seas, moored at the quay of the Rot-
terdam Cruise Terminal are determined. The Cruise Terminal quay
contains several high-rise buildings which can substantially influence the
wind loads on the ship. CFD simulations based on the 3D steady RANS
equations are used to obtain the wind velocity field, surface pressure
distributions and the resulting wind forces. Wind speeds and wind di-
rections are validated by on-site measurements carried out for the same
area. The wind forces exerted on the Oasis of the Seas are evaluated by the
RANS simulations. A previous study by Janssen et al. (2017), in which
wind forces on a container ship in open sea-like conditions were deter-
mined by 3D steady RANS simulations and validated by WT tests (by
Andersen, 2013), was also reported here. This study guided the level of
geometrical simplification for the cruise ship Oasis of the Seas and indi-
cated the computational settings and parameters required to obtain ac-
curate simulation results. Although this study focused onwind forces on a
ship moored at a quay of the port of a particular European city, the same
methodology can be applied to different scenarios worldwide. For
instance, ships approaching the entrance of a port, ships crossing sea
locks inside a port area, or simply ships navigating through a narrow
canal inside cities can experience strong local wind conditions which
may lead to unsafe conditions.

The study has shown that the presence of nearby upstream high-rise
buildings generally increases the gradients in surface pressure over the
ship’s surface. The presence of the high-rise buildings can yield locally
amplified surface pressure, but due to the size of the ship, it has been
found that the net horizontal force decreases. This is due to the fact that
the ship’s length is much larger than the width of the buildings, by which
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some parts of the ship’s lateral surface are sheltered, while others are
more exposed. For smaller ships, nearby high-rise buildings can yield
increased or decreased horizontal lateral forces, depending on the wind
direction and the relative position of ship and buildings. However, for the
Oasis of the Seas, it was found that the net vertical upward force increases.
This can be attributed to the fact that the highest wind speed amplifi-
cation around high-rise buildings occurs around the buildings near
ground level (pedestrian level) and that this flow impinges at the bottom
of the windward side of the ship and is then deviated upwards along the
ship’s surface.

High-quality grid generation and CFD simulations for such a large
area as in this study is rather time-consuming. Undoubtedly, WT exper-
iments would have been faster. Nevertheless, CFD was considered as the
most suitable method for the present case study, for several reasons. WT
tests on such a large area would only have been feasible in WTs with very
wide test sections, in order to avoid using too large geometrical scaling
factors and violating similarity requirements too much. Even though WT
tests of wind forces on the cruise ship would probably have been more
accurate than the results of the CFD simulations, the CFD simulation
results provided more insight into the relationship between the compli-
cated wind-flow pattern around the ship and the nearby buildings and
the resulting forces on the ship (Blocken, 2014).

In conclusion, the fact that cruise ships often moor in ports inside the
built environment and that the presence of high-rise buildings can
strongly influence the wind forces, requires dedicated research to ensure
safe navigating and mooring.
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